
Sodalite crystal healing properties
promote peace and tranquility, which
works to connect our physical and
spiritual selves. Sodalite helps us know
ourselves at a deeper level, giving us a
renewed sense of confidence and self-
esteem. The Sodalite crystal is a salty
combination of manganese and
calcium, a magical synergy of minerals
that creates a soothing effect on
overstressed or sluggish adrenal
glands.

A powerful warrior stone, the Onyx
crystal meaning helps stomp out
negative thought patterns stemming
from the most debilitating and toxic
emotion of them all – fear. Adopting
the energy of Onyx let’s you breathe
easier, giving you the balance,
confidence and protection to take the
next step. Onyx will help you to see
what is weighing you down and
release it from your life.
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Amethyst is like a spa-day in a stone,
it is the exact kind of relaxing energy
that we could all use after a long day.
Allow amethyst’s energy of
contentment to sooth away the day-
to-day stresses that keep you up at
night. In working with the third eye
and crown chakras, Amethyst helps
your body give into innate desires
like sound sleep and relaxation, but it
also works with your third eye to
balance the mind with insightful
solutions to problems. Pairs
perfecting with Lavender oil.
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gemst    ne meanings

  are linked with the heart plexus
chakra, which makes it a powerful

gem for calming negative emotions
such as anger that often gets stuck

in the heart center.

Green Aventurine is said to be
the luckiest of all crystals, it is

said to bring luck to anyone who
is near it. Aventurine properties

Jasper’s grounding energy is the
support you can lean on when stress is
tearing you down. It healing properties
bring stability to your body and spirit by
balancing the root chakra. As a
supreme nurturer, jasper soothes the
mind of anxiety so that it can focus on
other things. Jasper’s encouragement
helps you to take on new pursuits, deal
with conflicts and approach problems
with creative solutions.

Known as the stabilizer, Agate is the
stone to call on for support when you
need stability and grounding in your
life. Agate’s soothing and stress-
relieving properties help you connect
with the energy of the Earth by
bringing harmony to your mind, body,
and spirit. When you feel unbalanced,
Agate healing properties have soft
vibrations that can recalibrate and
realign you. 


